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Yummy
Scrummy
JUDE’s RECIPES
FROM MY 💓 TO
YOURS YOURS

BEEF STEW WITH
PARSLEY DUMPLINGS

MAKE VEGAN
VERSION OMIT BEEF
& ADD RED LENTILS
USE VEG ATORA.

BEAUTY IN NATURE
APPLE TREE
BLOSSOM

NEWSLETTER

Comforting, nurturing,healthy
stews
Stews are loved around the world and come in a multitude of different
guises. I’m sure your family has a favourite.
Mine has evolved into a lighter version for the summer months with
clearer broth, vegetarian dumplings (lower & healthier fat) and plenty of
veg & sometimes red lentils for extra fibre and fillingness!
You can adapt the recipe to make it vegetarian or vegan as required. I’ll

TOP TIP FOR
BUSY 🐝 Cook the
stew for double the
amount of people.
Easy meal the day
after. Or freeze half
once cooked. Look
for offers on meat
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put the substitutes at the side of each ingredient as required.
There are no rules with quantity and type of veg, though classic
root veg (you can find veg casserole packs in many
supermarkets) is great as it cooks down slowly & adds lots of
taste and flavour. But chuck in any potatoes,lentils (or
chickpeas) or beans (black beans;haricot;cannelini) that you
fancy.

Homemade
American
pancakes

My spice mix is fairly fluid too, depending what you have to
hand. This is the blend, the quantities do vary, according to
how much my hand shakes!
STEW SERVES 6 with dumplings (up to 8 without)
SPICE MIX
Fresh root ginger - thumb sized - peel with back of spoon &
chop finely.
2 garlic cloves (3 if small) - I have a Jamie Oliver garlic crusher
that squishes the garlic into slices of minced garlic with a form
squeeze! But you can cut finely or bask with the back of a good
knife.
Ground coriander - good shake (about 1tsp)
Ground cinnamon - good shake
Paprika - medium shake (about 1/2 tsp) more of you like heat
Celery salt - medium shake
Ground white pepper good shake
Caraway seeds - good shake
1 large orange - juice & zest (only if you want zest)

It’s possible to use store
cupboard packet rice or
cous cous, with fried spam
and tomato salad for a
quick, economical lunch.

Good squeeze of marmite (optional)
VEG
keep them fairly large but uniform
2 carrots - circles
1 parsnip - circles
1 swede - diced
2 small brown onions or 1 large - finely chopped
1 potato - diced (if liked) on it if freezing as freezes better
without (goes gloopy after defrosting)
Red lentils - good shake (couple of tablespoons full) - more if
omitting beef
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Celery or fennel - diced - if liked/have
MEAT
Preferably lean diced beef - 300-800g depending how meaty you like it
400g diced lamb also works well
VEG VERSION

use potatoes (floury ones work as dissolve into gravy or waxy stay whole)
Red lentils give texture intensify flavours & makes a lovely soup if you blitz if for leftovers.
Other pulses work too
DUMPLINGS (makes 4 big, 6 medium)
100g self raising flour
1 tsp salt
50g veg atora suet (or beef atora suet if preferred)
Cold water to mix
Optional additions to dumpling mixture:1 -2 taps horseradish or
1tsp Colman’s mustard powder
Shake of frozen chopped parsley (the extra water will create more steam for fluffier dumplings)
Shake of fresh chopped coriander
Method:1. Put flour, salt & suet in bowl. Add some water & mix with a spoon.
2. Mix until mixture takes the remaining mixture off the sides. It should be sticky but not gluey.
If too wet, add a bit more flour.
3. Add the optional extra ingredients and mix together lightly to combine ( couple of stirs should
do it).
4. Take your tablespoon & scoop off a ball of dumpling mixture & drop into the hot stew. Leave a
bit of space between each one. They don’t have to be perfect circles and don’t squash the
mixture.
5. Continue going round in a circle putting dumplings into stew. They should sit in the mix. If the
disappear, either too wet or too much liquid to veg in stew. But don’t worry they’ll still cook.
6. Put the lid back on & cook at 200/Gas 6 for 20 mins.
7. Then carefully take lid off and cook for further 10 mins to crisp up. Ovens will vary and you can
cook the stew on the hob but the oven is best for dumpling cooking.
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8. Remove from oven and serve. You can make more dumplings for seconds of the stew.
If reheating cook for 20-30 mins at 180/Gas 5 before adding dumpling mixture so hot enough to
immediately start cooking the dumplings.
The orange & caraway seeds go together well but for an interesting more Indian twist omit these
& add lemon juice & ground cumin. You can add coriander to the dumplings & tbsp mango
chutney to the stew mix.
Once you’ve done above recipe, you can leave out the dumplings & add more stock or hot water &
blitz leftovers to make a soup or leave out the dumplings & serve with crusty bread or even naan
bread.
Look out next month for my chilli 🌶 con carne recipe and a vegan version. Awesome with brown
rice and plain yoghurt with fresh coriander. And a pork & fennel seed sausage pasta ragu.
But most of all - cook with love in your heart 💖
Until next time......
Yummyscrummyjude 👩🍳
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